Welburn Hall Weekly
Wednesday 11th May 2022

Hello everyone.
We hope you had a great half term break for Easter and have settled nicely back into a
routine. In a week where we have seen various horror tales in the news we have also
seen some positive things that keep our faith in the greatness of mankind such as the
teenage treasure hunter who combed a river bottom with a heavy-duty magnet and
pulled a safe containing thousands of dollarsthen returned the money to its rightful
owner. There have also been stories that just generally make you feel good like the tiny
dog named Patron that was awarded with a medal for continually saving the people of
Ukraine by sniffing out bombs aka “gifts of the Russian world” and the local Yorkshire
fireman who rescued five sheep from a rooftop of a house… I guess it was a case of
‘all’s wool that ends wool’ there!
It’s all fair and well discussing the news though but what you really want to know is
what WE have been up to don’t you? Let’s see…

In Mrs Marr’s PDE lesson, some Formal KS5 students found out about what to do in
emergency situations and practiced CPR on our mannequins. They remained calm and
alert and would make great life savers one day!
We would just like to wish our Upper Formal Key Stage 4 & 5 students
the best of luck with their exams this week, we are sure you will do a
fantastic job.ষ

Upper informal participating in music lessons with Will Fletcher was great fun and the
children explored many different instruments and sounds.

Linda Riveroswas born without arms;however,she didn’t allow that
to stop her from becoming an artist and creating art for her
exhibition which was called “painting with my feet”. Linda’s first
picture she painted was a palm tree on canvas.
Pupils and staff were inspired by Linda so for ‘Disability Awareness
Day’ they tried to copy her fantastic art work by also painting with
only a paintbrush in-between their toes. Some found this easy and
some tricky. The children experienced sensory painting with other
body parts as well and used the palms of their hands to make a large hand print tree
followed by mono printing, scrape silhouette painting and blindfold drawing. The pupils
found it both entertaining and challenging and a great time was had by everyone. Some
of the end results were really beautiful.

Nurture 2 have begun their Roman topic. We have started to make 3D maps of Italy and
explored the Roman Republic. We
enjoyed reading about some of the
funniest laws, which are still used
today. Our favourite was ‘It is an
offence to handle a salmon whilst
looking suspicious.’ At the end of last
week, we tested our ‘Egg Drop
Challenge’ contraptions. All eggs remained intact – great creative skills and scientific
knowledge, boys!
On Monday the
Upper Informal
class went up to
a local farm to
get milk in
reusable glass
bottles. They
enjoyed filling up
the bottles from
the farm and
then drinking it
at snack time.

For Our relaxed curriculum
day, as well as the sensory
painting,everybody had a
chance to experience the
feeling of being in a
wheelchair and participated
in games in the courtyard
and free time was had
looking after the animals on
the farm. I think the Alpaca was happy with his company!

MAKATON SIGN OF THE WEEK:

Additional Information:

Note:
School lunches are on menu one next week. There has been a delay updating the
finances due to having half term so if you wish to know the balance on your child’s
account then please ask Kim/Amanda.
That is all from us, we hope you enjoy the remainder of the week and have a lovely
weekend!

